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At the start of each season, legendary professional golfer Jack Nicklaus,
would seek out the man who had been his coach and mentor since his early
teens, and he would relearn the sport, from the very beginning, Contrast this
with the vast multitude of weekend duffers, most of whom will never break
100, yet pride themselves on having never taken a lesson, Or consider an
NFL team, which spends al! week practicing and watching film to prepare for
a three-hour game on Sunday, World-class athletes in every sport receive a
career full of continuous coaching and training, In fact, the irony of comparing
sports to business is that athletes spend most of their time training, and
comparatively little time working, whereas in the business world, we spend
almost all of our time working and very little time training,
The sports-business analogy is a common one because
in both, success at the highest levels requires developtng
and maintaining a compentive edge. Forward-thinktng
companies, whose names regularly populate the Fortune
lists year after year, realize that promoting, facilitating
and encouraging continuous learning reaps tangible
benefits for the company. These are the compames that
not only attract and develop the best talent, but also
conststently outperform thetr competitors.

Walk the Walk
Unfommately, most companies readily talk the talk
when it comes to encouraging employee learning and
development, but few know how to convert these concepts into reahty.

How do you know if your organization is one that can walk
the walk when it comes to pmcucing continuous leaming?
In his book ’%earning In Action," David A. Garvin outlines a set of criteria that can be used as a litmus test:
¯ Does the organization have a defined learning agenda? Learning organizations have a clear picture of
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their future knowledge requirements. They know
what they need to know, whether the subject is customers, competitors, markets, technologies or production processes, and are actively pursmng the desired
tnformation. Even m industries that are changing as
rapidly as telecommunications, computers and financial servmes, broad areas of needed learning can usually be mapped with some precision. Once they have
been identified, these topics are pursued through multtple approaches, inclu&ng experiments, simulations,
research studies, post-audits and benchmarking visits,
rather than education and training alone.

¯ Is the organization open to discordant information? If
an organtzation regularly shoots the messenger who
brings forward unexpected or bad news, the environment is clearly hostile to learning. Behavior change is
extremely difficult in such sertmgs, for there are few
challenges to the status quo. Sensitive topics---dissension in the ranks, unhappy customers, preemptive
moves by competitors, problems with new technologies~are considered to be off hmlts, and messages are

filtered, massaged and watered down as they make their
way up the chain of command.
,Does the organization avoid repeated mistakes?
Learning organizations reflect on past experience, distill
it into useful lessons, share the knowledge internally
and ensure that errors are not repeated elsewhere.
Databases, lntranets, training sessions and workshops
can all be used for this purpose. Even more critical,
however, is a mindset that enables companies to recognize the value of productive failure as contrasted with
unproducnve success. A productive failure leads to
insights and understanding, and thus an addition to
commonly held wisdom of the organization.
Unproductive success occurs when something goes well
but nobody knows how or why. There is a peculiar logic
at work here: To avoid repeating mistakes, managers
must learn to accept them the first time around.

¯ Does the organization lose critical knowledge when
key people leave? The story is all too common: A talented employee leaves the company, and critical skills

disappear as well. Why? Because crucial knowledge
was tacit, unarnculated and unshared---locked in the
head of a single person. Learning organizations avoid
this problem by institutionalizing essential knowledge.
Whenever possible, they codify it in policies or procedures, retain it in reports or memos, disperse it to large
groups of people and build it into the company’s values, norms and operating practices. Knowledge
becomes common property, rather than the province
of individuals or small groups.
¯ Does the organization act on what it knows? Learning
organizations are not simply repositories of" knowledge.
They take advantage of their new learning and adapt
their behavior accordingly. Information is to be used. If
it languishes or is ignored, its impact is certain to be minimal. By this test, an organization that discovers an
unmet market need but fails to fill it does not quahfy as
a learning organization, nor does a company that identifies its own best practices but Is unable to transfer them
across departments or divisions.
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environmen

in practice"
Medica: Talent a:nd ,l eaming "

Managemlent ,to ,Sup:port-Growth,"
Medico, a nonprofit and independent provider.of health plans ia’Minnesota and’a growin’g
number of adjoining counties in the upper Midwest, continues to be one of the United States’
fastest-growing health plans. In 2004, Medica’s membership grew ~12 percent to more than
! ,2 million, and revenue increased to $2.1 billion from $1.9 biltion in 2003. However~ with
this substantial business growth, Medico realized that internal cha!lenges were I~kely to occur..
"We are in a growth period and it is very exciting, but with that excitement challenges arose,"
said Dawn Baker, director of training and development ’at Medico. "We know that we have
to get increasingly sophisticated leadership, and in order to do that. the first step is to as#ess
where we need talent in terms of skills, abilities and knowledge."’
Medico is implementing its first comprehensive talent management program for the organization’s directors and officers, as well as a new learning r~anagement sygtem. According to
Baker, the goal is to dlrectiy tie these two programs together. "With this new application,
employees will be able to actually identify areas on their performance reviews where they
maybe had a couple of competencies that were rated lower than the rest, and 1hey will in
turn be able to target those areas through learning," Baker said. "Employees wilt actually
develop an individual learning plan in that app!ication so they can go ahead and set up goals,
register for classes and participate in other learning opportunities as we!l."
During the beginning of the talent management implementation, Medica’s leaders assembled to assess their direct reports to identify high-potential employees and place them into
a Nine Box Racement, which systematically helps identify an individual’s potential, dedication, strengths and weaknesses. Once’the leaders identified talent pools, Medica performed
in-depth gap analyses to identify what skills, abilities and knowledge were absent from the
different business sectors, Baker said this is a critical step because the purpose of a talent
management program is not only to fulfill the current requirements, but also to meet the
future requirements.
"The gap analyses are helping us design and develop what we need to do in terms of programs and initiatives," Baker said. "We are plaRning out what we need to do in order to
accomplish a very ambitious and aggressive approach for the next couple of, years, which
could took like mentoring, job rotational assignments, seminars and other kinds of strategies
to get our talent to the next leveU’
The Medica Learning Center already offers a leadership development program called Talent
Builder, a nine-class series on core supervisory skills called Managing for Excellence, soft
skills development classes and a four- to ’five-week technical training curricula to acqua)nt
new and current employees with up-to-date industry-specific health plar~ information and
computer software knowledge. Atthough almost all learning and development at Medica is
delivered via instructoFled sessions, the iearning center also offers an e-learning self-study
program, whch will align with the organization’s LMS and tatent management program.
According to Baker, the new unified processes are important because change management
~s a consistent challenge for Medica’s workforce. "On the honzon for us is that we are shifting our big legacy software platform, the entire clams management, eligibility--everything
that employees need to be able to view, look up, and perform research and data crunching
from," she said. "This is going to be huge for our employees. Everybody is going to have to
learn a new system, and we are probably looking at doubling up and offering training on both
systems during the transition."
Technical training is a very important part of Medica’s learning curriculum because its heaith
insurance products and customers’ needs are continually expanding and evolwng. "We really need to help employees with the learning and stress that accompanies ra#d change. We
have launched probably 10 new health insurance products in the last three or four years,
and it has not been easy getting people knowledgeable so that they can sell them and atso
service them," she said. "We are already struggling with that, and the products are just gett~ng more complicated."
Nevertheless, because employee development is valued and leadership has been the foundation of Medica’s success, employee satisfaction and retention have been continuously
high. "We have gotten excellent ratings from employee exit interviews, and people really felt
that our learning and development opportunities were really a benefit for them and a
resource," Baker said. "We feel that anecdotally people tend to stay with Medica because
those types’of benefits are offered and available."

~7ari McLean, carim@clomedia.corn

Companies with a positive response are the ones
that embrace continuous learning as a vital organizational philosophy. This mindset needs to be set
by the CEO, supported by senior leaders and carried out by every manager m the company.
However, while a top-level commitment to continuous learning is easily claimed, it ~s much harder to dehver on. Like most things in bus~ness, the
proof is in the execution.

How, Not If

Obwously, staying current (or ahead) of the latest
innovations and trends tn business ts a good Idea
for any company. It just makes sense: The more a
company learns, the better it will be at establishing
trends, reacting to the market, outsmarting ~ts
competmon and creating new business opportun>
ties. In this sense, connnuous learn.rag is the catalyst for improved performance, growth and renovation. But companies don’t inherently learn on
thmr own. They are dependent on the people who
make up the orgamzanon. Some companies understand thls need better than others and have strategy or research groups that are designed to keep the
company ahead of the curve. However, ~t stands to
reason that there is an advantage to fostering an
environment where every employee is encouraged
to keep his or her skills up to date, to think about
the customer and the compention, and to create
new ideas from posslNhty thinking.

Long ago, some compames discovered that if they
aren’t connnuously learning, they’re not standing
still, the’y are moving backward. Th> ~sn’t a new
concept, and the multl-bilhon dollar training and
development industry is proof that most comparues get ~t. Almost all companms provide some
form of tra~mng for their employees, mostly a~med
at teaching them a ne\v skill or updating current
capablliue.~. But how many companies actually
teach their employees how to learn? How many
encourage (and reward) thmr employees for connnuous learning? How many place a cultural
emphasis on keeDng current and shanng the
learning across the organization?

Performance Management
Perhaps the qumkest way to mstdl an overall mindset of continuous learning is to draw attention to it
in the performance management cycle. A common
element found m successful learning organlzanons ~s
a stron~z connection between learning and rewarded
performance. Some type of rexqew procedure must
be m place that peno&cally monitors learning and
development, offers guidance and mames progress
to mcennves. At Capital One, for example, associates meet with managers to create a Development
Acnon Plan (DAP), where the question "What do
I need to improve?" leads to a formal plan to develop skills and review progress in areas such as: living
the values, teamwork, communmauons, development, mte~ated thinking, results-focused problem-

solving and !ob-spec~fic skills.
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These and other competencies are
reviewed to determine how well associates are progressing and staying on top
of their game. Incentives such as ment
increases, bonuses, additional job
responsibilines, movement, advancement, etc., serve as an accelerant, both
to the development of the individual
and of the company as a whole.
Companies that are prominent in the
"new economy" such as Dell, Microsoft
and Cisco naturally embrace learning
and development as part of their culture. But many companies with much
longer histories are setting the pace as
well. One example is General Electric,
where former CEO Jack Welch created
an innovative expenment tn experiential learning called the Change
Accelemnon Process (CAP). Growing
out of the conviction that the only
thing certain in the future is uncertainty and the need to manage connnuous
learning more efficiently, this process
draws together partmipants m small
teams and presents them with a real
problem to solve. Current CEO Jeff
Immelt is steering even more aggressively into uncharted waters, where
learning and the ability to develop new
ideas are necessary and well supported.
GE is tying executives’ compensanon
and bonuses to their ability to renovate
and come up with new ideas, rather
than sm~ply achieving bottom-hne
results.
Branding and Marketing Learning
Learning programs make no impact if
people are unaware or unwilling to
participate. While it may be possible
to mandate enrollment, it is much
more valuable and effective to
encourage an inherent desire for
learning and the importance of being
plugged in to new ideas and information from the world at large. This
involves instilling these values ~n the
corporate culture and actively markenng and rewarding the concept of
continuous learning.
Creativity m~d innovation are not fed
by complacency. Sometunes a company can use the direct approach,
encouraging outslde-the-box thinking.
Perhaps the most tmnous example can
be found at 3M, where engineers and
development .~cientists are encouraged
to devote a percentage of their time to
independent research and the pursuit
of mnovanon, in this environment,
countless product ~deas hke the Post-It
are born and find traction.
,~ culture of learning can thrive in a
variety of surprisingly &verse organizations. In his book, Garvin cites exam-

pies that range from Belt Laboratones and L.L. Bean to the U.S. military. Th~ Center for Army
Lessons Learned (CALL) based in Fort Leavenworth, Kan., represents the cutting edge in learning from pamcipant observation. CALL observanon teams are among the first troops on the
ground in any Army operation, which not only includes combat, but also "operations other than
war," such as flood control and disaster relief. They collect on-the-spot information about new
pmctmes and techniques, identify trouble spots, evaluate approaches and share their findings
throughout--maklng the Army a world-class learning organization.
A continuous learning organization creates useful ideas from a w~de variety of sources.
Furthermore, it considers everything to be a learnmg expenence~even (and especially) failures.
At Capital One this proactive approach to learning is embodied by CEO Rich Fairbank, who
fosters an environment open to synthesis and innovation. When he founded Capital One,
Fairbank created the practice of "test and learn," which not only descnbes the business model
of marketing and analysis, but also the leammg philosophy of the company. An example of how
continuous learning has paid dividends involves Capital One’s adoption of the iPod as a learning device. A year ago, Matt Schuyler, executive vice president of human resources, read an article about Duke University supply,ng its freshman class w~th iPods, ~o be pre-toaded with orientation and course materials. He saw a slmflar oppormmty for Capital One University---offering
iPods that are pre-loaded with course materials so that associates can hit the ground mrming
when starting class. The resuitmg audio learning initiative proved to be a huge success for the
company. By keeping his eye on the world at large and by connecting a wildly popular portable
music player to learning, Schuyler was able to create a competitive advantage for the company.
Just Do It
This directive from Nike--a company that has made sports analogies part of its core culture--can apply to any company, large or small, that wishes to rise to the top and become a
market leader. A top-level commitment to learning must be established, and the organization must have the processes and tools tn place to make tt a reality. Instilling the values of
continuous learning and growth in the individual allows the company and everyone in it to
literally stay at the top of their game. ¯
Steve Ameson ts vr_e present, of career developm~ for Capl~ One. He can be reached ax sarneson@clomed*a.com.
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